I recently had the most incredible day with Ophelia at Crossdresswithclass.
Firstly let me say that I could not recommend her more highly no matter what
you are looking for when you go to a crossdressing service.
I see myself as somewhere on the trans spectrum, a lot more than a Cross
Dresser, but by no means wishing to transition. I have had makeovers in Sydney,
Toronto, San Francisco, Boston, Gold Coast and Melbourne and have been out
numerous times, mostly in San Francisco and have done bars, clubs &
restaurants and then some.
I booked into Ophelia as I wanted to have a Becky day to immerse myself in the
girl and have an ordinary day out. I swapped a few emails and a quick call with
Ophelia in the days leading up, but my request of her were simple, I want to go
shopping and just do some girl stuff.
I arrived at 11:30am to be greeted by the lovely smiling Ophelia. Somehow
within minutes of arriving I knew that I had made a very good friend, as we just
clicked. The great part for me was how Ophelia so ‘got’ Becky, she totally
understood what I was after and from the get go we were having fun. Becky has a
great attention to detail and wants everything to be perfect when I dress, well I
certainly found a kindred spirit in Ophelia. I was also made to feel very at home
in her sprawling house. The next two hours flew by while we ‘constructed‘ my
outfit for the day. I brought some of my own clothes too and Ophelia magically
conjured up an outfit talking parts of my clothes and finding the perfect item
from her massive range of everything a girl could ever want. Not only were we
having fun, but Ophelia was continuously teaching me, explaining why that top
would work for me but that other one wouldn’t. I loved the way she listened to
what I was trying to achieve and then would deliver more than I could expect.
For example I love cleavage but not big boobs, no problem she had the right
fillers, the right bra and the right knowhow.
Ophelia’s makeup skills are exquisite, she spent the time to study my skin and
explained that as my skin is very soft and has had laser thus no shadow, she can
go light on the makeup. The effect was amazing and her technique of applying it
to me whilst I was lying on a bed was very effective. Ophelia’s attention to detail
and her dedication to perfection was fantastic, she tried 4 bags before finding the
perfect one for me. Once we were ready we went outside to take some pictures
surrounded by trees and flowers in her beautiful garden. I struggle to hold a
smile for pictures, Ophelia worked a simple solution that had me laughing
continuously, and the beautiful pictures she took truly reflect the amazing time I
was having.
Next stop was Doncaster Shoppingtown, what a great time we had. Ophelia
suggested some gaps I had in my tine wardrobe and we shopped ourselves to a
standstill over the next two hours. Ophelia knew exactly when to jump in to help
me deal with assistants and when to let me find my own way. After trying on
clothes in 3 or 4 shops, we had another photo shoot before heading back to her
place. We relaxed for a bit and were then joined by the lovely Cathy and the
three of us spoke the night away over a bottle of red and some great steaks at a

restaurant in Collingwood. I got home almost 12 hours after knocking at
Ophelia’s door, I will remember the day for the rest of my life and Ophelia was a
very big part of making the day such a memorable occasion.
Having had so many makeovers around the world, I think I am in a good position
to compare and judge. Ophelia came out on top and I would rate her 5 stars for
every category; Range of clothes and accessories, knowledge and teaching,
makeup skills, photography, attention to detail, friendliness and understanding
of clients needs.
Whether you are dressing for your first time, or are an experienced girl looking
to have a great time, I could not rate Ophelia higher, she is one awesome lady and
one I am proud to call a friend.

